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United States Government Publishing Office’s (GPO) Path Forward for G-Invoicing (GINV) Implementation

Starting October 1, 2022 (FY 23) *

As Seller/Servicing Agency GPO **will be** ready for:
- Brokering General Terms and Conditions (7600A) Only
- Establishing and approving Orders (7600B) for GPO Publications Sales and Distribution Services under GPO’s ALC 04000002

As Buyer/Requesting Agency GPO **will be** ready for:
- Brokering General Terms and Conditions (7600A)
- Establishing Orders (7600B)

As Seller/Servicing Agency GPO **will not be** ready to:
- Establish and approve Orders for all GPO Publishing and Secure Document Services under GPO’s ALC 04000001

NOTE: GPO will continue to process transactions through IPAC

Starting October 1, 2023 (FY 24) *

As Seller/Servicing Agency GPO **will be** ready for:
- Approving and processing Buyer Initiated Orders – One-to-Many Model
  - One Order in GINV to process multiple GPO jobs
    - Processing GPO Print/Publishing Service 7600-EZ Orders
- Continued use of legacy IPAC processes to support customers not engage in GINV

Visit and bookmark **GPO’s G-Invoicing Page** to learn more about how GPO’s streamlined implementation of the Treasury mandate will occur.

If you have any questions, please contact the GPO GINV Team at GINV@gpo.gov.

*Dependent on successful implementation of Oracle’s integrated GINV solution.